Mobile biometrics technologies are nowadays the new frontier for secure use of data and services, and are considered particularly important due to the massive use of handheld devices in the entire world. Among the biometric traits with potential to be used in mobile settings, the iris/ocular region is a natural candidate, even considering that further advances in the technology are required to meet the operational requirements of such ambitious environments. Aiming at promoting these advances, we organized the Mobile Iris Challenge Evaluation (MICHE)-I contest. This paper presents a comparison of the performance of the participant methods by various Figures of Merit (FoMs). A particular attention is devoted to the identification of the image covariates that are likely to cause a decrease in the performance levels of the compared algorithms. Among these factors, interoperability among different devices plays an important role. The methods (or parts of them) implemented by the analyzed approaches are classified into segmentation (S), which was the main target of MICHE-I, and recognition (R). The paper reports both the results observed for either S or R, and also for different recombinations (S+R) of such methods. Last but not least, we also present the results obtained by multi-classifier strategies.
Introduction
Typically, benchmark datasets follow the progress of the research they help to assess. When a new research line is started, the first attempts investigate and evaluate possible solutions addressing the basic/simplest formulation of problems. Once acceptable solutions are achieved in each round, new harder issues are typically tackled. Extended and more challenging datasets are collected when the need arises to evaluate new emerging potential solutions. The iris recognition domain follows this general trend. The first version of CASIA iris dataset (CASIA-IrisV1) 1 was collected by avoiding most possible distortions that possibly hinder recognition of the iris in an image. This was not only obtained by an ideal acquisitions of the subjects [16] ), but also by avoiding/bypassing segmentation difficulties, through the substitution of the pupil with a black circle. These conditions make it poorly usable at present, and tests carried out using such benchmark are scarcely significant. Notwithstanding this, the great value of this dataset is that it was among the first publicly available ones for iris, allowing a fair comparison of the first research results on the * Principal corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: demarsico@di.uniroma1.it (M. De Marsico), mnappi@unisa.it (M. Nappi), fnarducci@unisa.it (F. Narducci), hugomcp@di.ubi.pt (H. Proença). 1 All CASIA datasets are available at http://biometrics.idealtest.org/ problem. Later, increasingly difficult datasets have been offered to the research community to spur and validate research on harder problems. The Mobile Iris Challenge Evaluation (MICHE)-I [7] is among the most recent competitions in the iris recognition domain, supported by the official dataset MICHE-I [8] . The aim of the competition has been to evaluate state-of-the-art algorithms to segment and encode/match iris data, captured by mobile devices in uncontrolled settings. As these devices have become massively used around the entire world, their potential for biometric recognition applications has been considered one of the major challenges for the research community. Major problems to address are due to the heterogeneity of the environments where these devices work, the different features of sensors, and the possible lack of technical experience/awareness of users, that often produce samples of unpredictable quality. Often mentioned with the term in-the-wild , the research in unconstrained biometric scenarios is gaining increasing attention as discusses in [25, 26] for long-range iris recognition or in [28] and [29] where the typical challenges of segmentation in noisy acquisitions are addressed. The classical solutions for iris recognition have been devised to work on data acquired in near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths. This reduces most data noise, by reducing the potential negative effect of reflections due to the cornea. Even though these algorithms are remarkably effective in noise-free data, their performance is seriously affected by the image variation factors typical in images method between INDOOR and OUTDOOR conditions, and the characteristics of best and worst iris images in terms of achieved segmentation accuracy. Section 5 is devoted to recognition results, mostly in terms of re-combination of the different segmentation and recognition methods, and presents some deeper observations on the key aspects that can affect a good or bad recognition result. Section 5 also sketches time complexity of the different methods. Section 6 presents the tests carried out on the multibiometric combination, and the fusion of results obtained by combining different subsets of the proposed methods. Finally Section 7 draws some conclusions.
The MICHE-I database
The aim of the MICHE-I challenge was to assess in a formal and comprehensive way the levels of performance that can be realistically expected from a solution for iris biometrics working on handheld devices. This work provides a deeper insight into its results.
The iris is undoubtedly one of the most popular biometric traits, together with fingerprints and face. It is not unfailing since it can change over time [27] , but it is also one of the most reliable biometric trait for a robust recognition. Iris recognition systems have been in fact successfully deployed in various security applications (e.g., airport check and refugee control). However, most of these systems still require that subjects stand close to the capture device (about 1 m or less) and firmly look towards it for a period of about 3 s.
The Chinese Academy of Science collected and made available the first public iris image dataset, named CASIA-Iris, that has been updated from CASIA-IrisV1 to CASIA-IrisV4 since 2002. Its images are collected under near-infrared (NIR) illumination or synthesized. For these reasons, they cannot be reliably used for assessing methods entailing acquisition on mobile devices. In fact, except for a limited percentage of advanced models, these are still mostly equipped with a common RBG camera. The first iris biometric competitions have relied on NIR images as well, that met the mentioned constraints relating to controlled acquisition. Among the most well-known, the Iris Challenge Evaluation (ICE) ( http://www.iris.nist.gov/ICE/ , [17] ) is worth highlighting, even though the used images share most of the CASIA features and do not represent the type of data expected in mobile environments. Proença and Alexandre [20] have rather tackled the problem of noisy iris recognition. The Noisy Iris Challenge Evaluation (NICE I) they organized exploited images captured in less constrained imaging environments, to evaluate how noise affects iris segmentation ( http://www.nice1.di.ubi.pt ). To this aim, the proposed iris dataset, namely UBIRIS.v2 [19] , contains data captured in visible wavelength (VW), at-a-distance (between 4 and 8 m), and on the move. The results observed confirmed the major impact of uncontrolled conditions on recognition performance. Recognition of VW iris images captured at-a-distance and on the move with less controlled protocols was also the target of the further NICE II contest [21] . Though UBIRIS datasets were captured in visible light and uncontrolled conditions, acquisition was carried out by cameras with much higher resolution than of the images acquired by mobile devices.
In terms of wavelength, note that VW data might contain more minutiae than NIR data (particularly in case of light pigmented irises), but are also much more seriously affected by noisy artifacts (specular reflections) [11] . This raises an apparent contradiction, since more detail does not necessarily means an advantage offered by VW images vs IR ones. On one hand, Hollingsworth et al. [11] noted that humans can recognize more easily images of the periocular region acquired in visible light, since these images show melanin-related differences that do not appear in nearinfrared images. On the other hand, however, when tackling iris recognition, the situation is often reversed. The more clean and easily distinguishable collection of features in NIR images makes the iris recognition problem in NIR generally more feasible than in VW. In addition, performance on NIR images is almost independent of the iris color and pigmentation, while on VW images even a dark pigmentation represents a harder condition compared to the lighter iris colors. Notwithstanding this, some specific patterns are still better detectable in VW. Hosseini et al. [12] discussed how pigment melanin provides a rich feature source in VW, which is unavailable in NIR imaging. This is because, compared to VL [Visible Light], NIR eliminates most of the related information in pigment melanin that scatters in the iris. This is due to the chromophore of the human iris, which has two distinct heterogeneous macromolecules called brown-black Eumelanin and yellow-reddish Pheomelanin. Studying the excitation-emission quantum yields of eumelanin shows that exciting this macromolecule under NIR firing leads to almost no emission of quantum yields where the related chromophors attenuate in NIR imaging [12] . Comparing the advantages of VW/NIR wavelengths, the literature clearly supports the NIR setting, which has induced all commercial iris recognition systems to rely on it. As mobile biometrics are becoming more popular, also NIR attachments become available for mobile devices to implement iris recognition. However, in everyday devices, both NIR sensors and NIR attachments are still quite rare. As mentioned above, the aim of MICHE-I competition, was to assess which level of performance can be achieved without special equipment.
When using a mobile device, it is generally assumed that the subject to be recognized holds and controls the capturing device by himself, though being not necessarily habituated to the data acquisition protocol, and lacking the technical experience to evaluate the capture quality. Note that a more controlled capture would substantially increase the average quality of the data acquired, but would also reduce the challenging levels of the contest, that aims at reproducing real-life as faithfully as possible. Two opposite considerations hold for MICHE-I data: from one side, capturing results might be enhanced by the usually short distance (the length of a human arm, at most), and by the fact that the user tends to assume a frontal pose quite naturally; from the opposite side, the quality of the acquired images suffers from a number of factors: the embedded camera has possibly low resolution, and motion blur, incorrect framing and illumination distortions are also highly probable. These issues call for robust detection/segmentation and encoding procedures. It is worth noting that the accuracy of the latter is heavily affected by the quality of the former. In this context, the MICHE-I dataset represents the starting core of a wider benchmark to be collected thanks to a crowdsourcing approach. This should better allow unbiased assessment of cross-demographic robustness, as well as the interoperability of recognition procedures. In particular, as images are acquired by various mobile devices, the current dataset allows to perceive the cross-sensor recognition effectiveness.
In summary, the key features of MICHE-I dataset are a sufficient population of users, the use of different mobile devices for the collection, the realistic simulation of the acquisition process including different sources of noise, and several acquisition sessions separated in time. A full metadata annotation completes the dataset.
Actually, other mobile datasets published later than MICHE-I include a higher number of subjects. In MICHE-I challenge, the main aim was to investigate the factors negatively affecting iris recognition when capture is carried out using mobile devices. In this context, the relatively lower number of subjects is compensated for by the total number of more than 30 0 0 images which are acquired by different mobile devices, in different conditions. This allows matching samples of the same subject acquired in realistic settings, and to estimate the possible performance degradation. It is worth underlining that cross-device matching is often neglected in literature. Moreover, the number is sufficient to carry out a thorough comparison of different combinations of segmentation/recognition approaches.
The subjects involved in data collection were asked to behave as they would do by using a real system, e.g., subjects wearing eyeglasses could either choose to remove or keep them. They had to take self-images of their iris, by holding the mobile device by themselves, and without any cue about the correctness of iris framing and possible blur. A minimum of four shots for each camera was requested (two out of three devices were equipped with two cameras with different resolutions) and acquisition mode (indoor, outdoor). Indoor acquisition was affected by various sources of artificial light, sometimes combined with natural light ones. Outdoor acquisition was carried out using natural light only. For each subject only one of the two irises was acquired. Three kinds of smartphones/tablets were used for data collection, with Android or Apple iOS operating systems:
• Galaxy Samsung IV (GS4): Google Android; CMOS posterior camera, Images have one of three different resolutions (1, 536 × 2, 048 pixels for iPhone5, 2322 × 4128 for Galaxy S4, and 640 × 480 for the tablet). The sources of noise in the MICHE-I dataset include: (a) reflections caused by artificial light sources, natural light sources, people or objects in the scene during the acquisition; (b) focus; (c) blur, either due to an involuntary movement of the hand holding the device, or due to an involuntary movement of the head or of the eye during acquisition; (d) occlusions, due to eyelids, eyeglasses, eyelashes, hair, shadows; (e) device-specific artifacts, due to the low resolution and/or to the specific noise of the device; (f) off-axis gaze; (g) variable illumination; and (h) different color dominants. It is possible to further observe that the lack of precise framing and fixed distance in the capture (both well centered eyes and half faces are present in dataset images), result in variable sizes of the region useful for recognition. This is typical of mobile captures performed by the users, which are usually neither too close nor at arm-length. This introduces further difficulties, since eye localization must be performed in a pre-processing step. In some cases, the resulting size of the iris region is too small, while in other cases it is also possible to exploit the possibilities offered by an extended periocular region. MICHE-I is a multisession dataset, and the time elapsed between the first and second acquisition of a subject varies from a minimum of 2 months to a maximum of 9. At present, MICHE-I contains images from 75 different subjects, with 1297 images from GS4, 1262 images from IP5, and 632 images from GT2.
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) meta-data includes the following tags:
• filename : the name of the annotated image; it is composed so to code a certain amount of information in order to quickly find the desired image(s); • img _ type : the trait captured in the of image, since face images will be included soon in the dataset; • iris : which iris was acquired (right, left or both);
• distance _ from _ the _ device : distance of the user from the acquisition camera, measured to provide a further information for assessment ; • session _ number : the number of the acquisition session;
• image _ number : image ordinal number;
• user : id number, age, gender and ethnicity of the subject;
• device : all information about the capture device: type, name, camera position (front or rear), resolution and dpi; • condition : information about capture conditions: location, illumination; • author : the name of the laboratory/institution who made that acquisition.
The XML file structure allows a quick and reliable retrieval of any image as a function of any one of the above parameters.
Methods participating in the MICHE-I challenge
As discussed above, the MICHE-I dataset contains images acquired in unconstrained settings. Therefore, their average quality is poor, so that the main goal of the participating approaches was to attempt to address such data degradation. To this aim, they mostly used: 1) the periocular region as an extra source of information; 2) color compensation strategies to attenuate the typical difference of sensor features across different devices; and 3) multiple strategies to avoid relying exclusively on a single family of features/methods, therefore reducing the sensitivity to any particular data covariate.
The method proposed by Santos et al. [24] uses both the information from the iris and the periocular region, encoded/matched in a non-holistic way. The idea is to start by segmenting the iris ring, which is also used to define the periocular region-of-interest (ROI). Next, a family of texture descriptors is used to encode the discriminating information in the iris ring and in the regions surrounding the cornea (i.e., eyelids, eyelashes, skin and eyebrows). In more detail, as for periocular region, two types of analysis are applied to the identified ROI: a distribution-based analysis of patches over a grid, and a global analysis of the whole region. The distribution-based analysis involves the computation of local binary patterns (LBP) and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), and Uniform LBP (ULBP). Each descriptor is computed sequentially for each patch and quantized into histograms. As for global analysis, feature extraction techniques are applied to the whole ROI and the descriptors applied are scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and GIST (a set of five scene descriptors [15] ). As for iris, information is encoded based on the approach described by Daugman [5] Finally, scores from all the adopted descriptors are fused by a nonlinear supervised neural network. Furthermore, the method entails the use of device-specific calibration techniques, that compensate for the different color rendering characterizing each experimental setup. Looking at the results obtained for the contest, it seems that also the latter is one of the keys for such good performance, particularly in the cross-sensor set of tests.
Barra et al. [2] design a complete approach to iris recognition, including segmentation and recognition. The segmentation method, named IS_IS, was originally proposed in [6] , and it is modified to run on mobile devices. Segmentation relies on the homogeneity of gray scale histograms of image patches to find the pupil boundary, and on dark-to-light transitions to find the sclera boundary, in a scheme that resembles the well-known Daugman's integro-differential operator. Feature encoding relies on spatial histograms (spatiograms) [3] , that can be considered as higher order histograms, that also record the information relating to the spatial domain. They are matched by correlation-based techniques.
The approach by Abate et al. [1] relies on the observation that the features of images from the ocular region acquired by mobile devices are evidently different from the type of data that is generally obtained in more constrained setups. The authors propose an algorithm based on the watershed transform for iris segmentation [30] , namely watershed Based IRis Detection (BIRD). The idea is to start by obtaining the gradients in a colored, illuminationcorrected image. The final gradient image is obtained by averaging gradients computed over the three channels. Then, the watershed transform is obtained by adopting the topographical distance approach [23] . Next, the output of the watershed transform is used as a guide to binarize the original image and feed a circle detection step, for parametrizing both the pupil and the sclera boundaries. As in several of the competing approaches submitted for MICHE-I, the periocular region is also considered, which is localized using as reference the length of the iris radius. Feature encoding is done by means of 64-bit color histograms, matched using the cosine dissimilarity and Hamming distance.
The idea of Hu et al. [13] is to fuse different previously published iris segmentation techniques, selected according to their performance in particular cases of degraded images. They describe a model selection strategy, which selects the final iris parametrizations based on the candidates returned by the used baseline segmentation strategies. This selection is made according to the image description provided by histograms of local gradients, that are inputted to a support vector machine providing the fused response. This strategy can be easily updated by adding/substituting baseline segmentation methods, and this is an obvious strength of the approach.
The proposal by Haindl and Krupicka [10] is centered on the detection of the non-iris components for the parametrizations of the iris ring. In literature, it is well recognized that the accurate detection of eyelids and reflections is the prerequisite for the accurate iris recognition, both in NIR or VW. The proposed model therefore adaptively learns its parameters on the iris texture part, and subsequently checks for iris reflections using the recursive prediction analysis. After detecting reflections, form-fitting techniques allow finding a parametrization of the pupil. Next, data is converted into the polar domain, where a texture analysis phase is carried out to determine the regions of the normalized data that should not belong to the iris, according to a Bayesian paradigm.
Two methods submitted for MICHE-I can be considered as complementary to the segmentation techniques. Gragnaniello et al. [9] propose an iris liveness detection algorithm for mobile devices. The most innovative point is to use the well known LBP texture descriptor scheme exclusively for the high frequency components of data, which is expected to improve the live/fake discriminability, when compared to the traditional use of this texture descriptor. Bruni and Vitulano [4] propose an application of the modified kernel object tracking to the specific problem of iris tracking. They rely on visual features of human irises that are instinctively used by human eye in the recognition process. Such features are used in the definition of a target feature space as well as of a proposed a metric that well correlates with the way human vision processes and compares information. As a main result, authors argue that one iteration of the mean shift algorithm is enough to get a faithful estimation of iris location in subsequent frames.
Since this paper is particularly focused in presenting the major challenges of iris/ocular recognition in mobile environments, it will not further consider the last two proposals, but will rather concentrate on the participating methods that deal with the issues of segmentation and/or iris verification. The rest of the sections will present an exhaustive analysis of the performance achievable by separating and recombining segmentation and recognition algorithms proposed by competitors, aiming at gaining insights into the open issues and the limitations of mobile iris recognition. Since MICHE-I was especially focused on iris segmentation, more metrics are used to measure performance for this operation. Furthermore, the results of proposals addressing iris recognition are discussed taking into special account the segmentation methods allowing the best separation of eye regions, and therefore a more reliable feature extraction and matching. Table 1 Metrics used to evaluate the quality of iris segmentation as compared with the manually determined ground truth data.
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ACCURACY
Accuracy measures the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negatives) with respect to the total number of cases examined.
PRECISION
Precision measures the proportion of the true positives against all the positive results (both true positives and false positives). SENSITIVITY Sensitivity is also called the true positive rate , or the recall , and measures the proportion of positives that are correctly identified as such. SPECIFICITY Specificity is also called the true negative rate , and measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified as such. F1_SCORE F1 score is a measure of a test accuracy; it is required to considers both the precision p and the recall r of the test to compute the score; it can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall, defined as:
F1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst at 0. RI Rand Index counts the fraction of pairs of pixels whose labeling is consistent between the computed segmentation and the ground truth, i.e., the fraction of pairs whose elements are both labeled as edge or as non-edge, both in ground truth and segmentation. E1_SCORE
The classification error rate (E1) of the algorithm on the input image is given by the proportion of correspondent disagreeing pixels (through the logical EXCLUSIVE-OR operator) over the whole image. PRATT This metric is formulated [18] as a function of the distance between correct and measured edge positions, but it is also indirectly related to the false positive and false negative edges; it is defined as:
where E G and E D are the number of ground truth and detected edge points respectively, d i is the distance from the i-th detected point and the closest ground truth one, and α is a scaling constant set as α = 1 9 as in the original formulation; the metric reflects the overall behaviour of the distances between the edges, and varies in the range [0,1], where 1 represents the optimal value, i.e., the edges detected coincide with the ground truth. GCE The Global Consistency Error (GCE) measures the extent to which one segmentation can be viewed as a refinement of the other; segmentations which are related in this manner are considered to be consistent, since they could represent the same natural image segmented at different scales; details on the computation can be found in [14] . PCC The Pearson Correlation Coefficient is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables X and Y, returning a value between + 1 and inclusive, where 1 is total positive correlation, 0 is no correlation, and is total negative correlation.
Segmentation results on MICHE-I DB
All methods have been tested on a subset of MICHE-I that consisted in 591 images for GS4, 571 images for IP5, and 295 images for GT2. For this subset, sequestered ground truth data was created by hand, by manually locating the coordinates of pupil and iris, and the lengths of the radii of the corresponding circumferences. Candidates had no access to this data. Table 1 summarizes the metrics, typical of binary classification tests, that have been used to evaluate the segmentation quality achieved by the methods submitted to MICHE-I. In practice, they measure the quality of the detected iris contour.
The metrics
Actually, each metric captures some specific ability of the analyzed algorithms. In general, the ability to correctly classify an existing edge pixel (true positives vs. false negatives) plays a role which is different from the ability to avoid adding false positives (vs. true negatives). They are not symmetrical from the point of view of segmentation algorithms, in the sense that an algorithm that achieves the former might not be so effective to achieve the latter, as it generally happens with binary classifiers. Also the consequences may have a different weight, since a lacking group of pixels in a contour may cause difficulties in detecting a specific contour shape, or produce an unconnected contour where a connected one is needed/expected. The first 4 metrics precisely measure these different aspects separately, to provide a detailed understanding of the positive/negative aspects of each algorithm. On the one hand, F 1 score is a popular way to get a weighted average of the precision and recall (second and third metrics) in order to have an overall estimate of the ability of the algorithm to distinguish true edge pixels from false ones without missing too many of them. On the other hand RI measures the overall agreement between positive/negative classifications and ground truth. E 1 S core is in some sense its complement, i.e., the proportion of disagreeing pixels. PRATT metric evaluates accuracy from a different point of view, by returning an overall estimate of the actual distance between the detected contours and the ground truth (therefore, in a sense, not only true/false, but also how far from true) and is more specific of segmentation. GCE and PCC are in a sense higher level measures. GCE measures at which extent the errors w.r.t. ground truth can represent a kind of loss of detail in a multi-resolution perspective: errors overall result in a less detailed segmentation though bringing much the same core information. PCC is the usual Pearson correlation, to evaluate if the result and the ground truth reflect a similar trend. Table 2 summarizes the scores achieved by participant methods according to the metrics presented in Table 1 to evaluate the segmentation accuracy. It is worth underlining that not all participants presented methods for both segmentation and recognition. Therefore, some papers might be cited only in this section, while others appear only in the next one. Those presenting a complete capture-to-recognition workflow appear in both. For each method and for each device, the first column reports the number of irises that were actually segmented from images captured indoor (IN), outdoor (OUT), and the total; the difference with the original size of the corresponding dataset represents the number of images that were discarded because the segmentation produced null results or threw an exception. The method by Haindl et al. achieves the highest rate of successfully segmented images, while the method used by Barra et al. achieves the lowest. On the other hand, it appears that the usable segmentation results achieved by the latter, although less, are more accurate. In fact, they provide the highest level of similarity with the ground truth (reasonably due to the higher thresholds of acceptance). From the point of view of similarity with ground truth, the second method achieving the best results is the one by Abate et al. The total numbers in absolute suggest that the methods adopted by Barra et al. and Abate et al. provide higher quality masks. Notwithstanding this, the methods by Haindl et al. and Yang et al. are more reliable in terms of rate of success in the following recognition step. These are the reasons that led to a more careful investigation entailing the comparison of the 50 best common segmentations.
Segmentation Results
A further note that is worth adding is that in Table 2 there is no distinction between front and rear cameras of the devices. As a matter of fact, for this group of experiments, in order to further stress the segmentation algorithms, all images underwent a down-sampling procedure reducing their resolution, therefore mostly canceling the initial device advantage. 
Best 50 common segmentations
This test was carried out to provide a fairer comparison between the methods. As a matter of fact, some of them are based on quality thresholds that cause to discard images where the iris is occluded or not clearly visible. Others (i.e,. Haindl et al. as well as Yang et al.) try to segment everything can be recognized as an iris in the frame. This produces a significantly higher number of segmented irises but, on the negative side, it increments the number of false positives. Considering the issue even from a slightly different point of view, it is possible to observe that the different strategies to identify candidate circumferences are affected by the quality of the acquisition. When processing an adverse image, some segmentation algorithms need much more time to search for a candidate area to be recognized as an iris, and sometimes they do not find it at all.
The images leading to the 50 best segmentations for different subjects, and common for all methods, have been used as a dataset for a new run of comparisons. Table 3 allows observing that, when working on the pictures where the segmentation task is easier, the results are different from those of Table 2 above. Observing the mean scores on all devices, the method by Haindl et al. can be considered the most reliable one, as further testified by examples in Fig. 1 .
Due to different and unpredictable behaviour of methods over problematic samples, and in order to establish a common ground for comparison, we report the processing times only for the above "best" samples, i.e., samples that are processed by all methods in a reasonable time. It is implicit that the slowest methods are also those that would encounter the greatest difficulties with adverse samples. Concerning the processing speed, all methods have been tested on an iris section of the image of about 400 × 300 pixels resolution. The exploited computer is an Intel Xeon X5482 CPU 3,20GH (dual core) 64bit, 10GB RAM.
The segmentations by Barra et al. and Abate et al. overall provide a good compromise between processing speed and segmentation accuracy, as they take (on average) less than 2 seconds for a "good" image. This result is a very positive feature for real time processing. On the other side, the method by Haindl et al. achieves an average segmentation time of about 15 seconds, thus representing a non feasible solution to mobile platforms. Yang et al. is the most time consuming method, with an average time of 35 seconds and more.
Recognition Results on MICHE-I
The results given in this section summarize the performance achieved by the recognition methods submitted to MICHE-I in terms of decidability, area under curve (AUC) and equal error rate (EER). The preliminary identification of the iris ROI is carried out using the segmentation methods proposed for the benchmark database.
Decidability is the same FoM used for the NICE II competition [21] The recognition algorithms considered are presented in [1, 2, 22] , and [24] . As anticipated, when a same proposal contained both a segmentation and a recognition algorithm, and these were clearly separable, they were extracted and recombined in all possible ways. In other words, whether the participants used a segmentation algorithm of their own of not, we tested all recognition methods with all segmentation ones. It is worth pointing out that, when recognition is assessed, it is of great interest to also test crossdevice performance. To this aim, sets of images acquired by the same device are alternatively used as either probe set (gallery) or as test set (or as both, for intra-device recognition). All possible combinations of probe/gallery images were included in the tests. Since the main target of MICHE-I was segmentation, results will be presented and discussed taking it as the principal variable element. Tables 4 and 5 report the results achieved for each segmentation algorithm, considering the different recognition algorithms and the different intra-and inter-device classes of comparison. Also, Fig. 2 presents an overall view of the ROC curves related to the same test conditions, to provide a more immediate insight on the levels of interoperability (cross-sensor recognition) supported by each method. To this aim, curves relating to different recognition algorithms, tested on the same combination of probe/gallery, after the same segmentation, are grouped together. In all cases, it is obvious how significantly the recognition method by Santos et al. outperforms the other three in all classes of comparisons and with all segmentation algorithms. Moreover, it is possible to observe that the class of comparison GT2vsGT2 achieves a higher level of performance (on average and compared to the others) in terms of ROC, notwithstanding the poorer resolution of the embedded camera. This is confirmed by inspecting the EER values in the tables, even though this class generally presents the lowest decidability values. However, these results do not take into account that the sizes of probe and gallery sets for GT2 are smaller than the others. The lower percentage of uncertainty contributes to increase the level of performance. As expected, it is possible to notice a general decrease of performance in cross-device operations, except for some cases, that will be underlined when appropriate. It is also interesting to notice that performances are generally affected by the exchange in the probe/gallery role of images taken by the different devices. In the following subsections, we organize the recognition results by the exploited segmentation algorithm.
Results by segmenting with the IS_IS mobile algorithm Table 4 (top part) summarizes the performance in terms of the decidability, AUC, and EER, of the different recognition methods when segmenting with IS_IS algorithm. It should be noted that all methods achieved better performance, except for decidability, on GT2vsGT2. Fig. 2 (a) allows to better appreciate both the higher recognition performance of Santos et al., and the good behaviour of GT2vsGT2 class of test.
Results by segmenting with the BIRD algorithm Table 4 and Fig. 2 (b) confirm the same general trend underlined for IS_IS segmentation: Santos et al. is the method providing the best recognition performance, and GT2vsGT2 is the class with the best behaviour. It can be noticed how ROC curves of Santos et al. are definitely better than those for the other methods, that present very similar trends instead.
Results by segmenting with the algorithm by Haindl et al. Table 5 (top part) provides the recognition performance of the different recognition methods in terms of decidability, AUC, and EER, when exploiting the segmentation method proposed in Haindl et al. Besides observing an even higher superiority of Santos et al., it is interesting to also notice how, with this segmentation method, the ROC curves of the other recognition algorithms are grouped within the same band, that is even narrower than when exploiting IS_IS and BIRD segmentation methods (see Fig. 2 (c)) .
Results by segmenting with the algorithm by Yang et al. Table 5 (bottom part) shows the achieved performance of the different recognition methods in terms of decidability, AUC, and EER, when exploiting the segmentation method proposed in Yang et al. The method by Yang et al. further accentuates the behavior observed when using Haindl et al. method. It is worth noticing that, with this segmentation, the recognition by Raja et al. is the one achieving the best intra-device recognition in terms of decidability (see also Fig. 2 (d) ). In summary, it is possible to observe that these last two segmentation methods are somehow more stable, since they provide results that allow less performance difference in the following recognition step.
Pairwise score comparison
In order to carry out some deeper observations on the key aspects that can affect either a good or a bad recognition result, the best and worst samples per experiment have been extracted from pairwise comparisons. In this context, an experiment is represented by the combination of a capture device, a segmentation method and a recognition algorithm. In particular, the focus is on the best/worst pairwise comparisons that were common to all experiments. In more detail, for each experiment, each gallery tem- Table 4 Performance of the recognition methods in terms of decidability, AUC and EER, when segmenting with the algorithms by Barra et al (top) and by Abate et al (bottom) . The best results for each intra-/inter-device test are in bold, those for each method are underlined. Table 6 Iris samples providing the best and worst recognition results shared across all recognition methods (see the text for the definition of "best" and "worst").
plate is compared with each of the others of the same subject, and the full set of the obtained intra-subject dissimilarity scores is ordered by ascending values. Of course, such scores may fall in different ranges and have different distributions among the methods, therefore the numerical results of different experiments are not always directly comparable. However, it is still possible and interesting to compare the obtained rankings. The samples considered as the "best" ones, always achieve very good similarity when compared with samples of the same subject, and the resulting values appear in the first positions of all the described ordered lists. The symmetric behavior holds for the "worst" samples, when compared with samples of the same subject. In other words, the best samples always achieve low dissimilarity scores for the same subject in probe/gallery (of course for different captures), while worst samples always achieve high dissimilarity scores for the same subject in probe/gallery. Reporting all the results observed for this task, for all possible experiments carried out in this study, would have been relatively difficult and hard to summarise, as well as cumbersome for the reader. Therefore, we selected only the most representative either positive or negative results, that testify either a similar or contradictory trend in all experiments. Out of this subset, we selected the acquisitions which enable to make the most relevant observations regarding their characterizing features, and, consequently, their impact on recognition performances. This provides an easier to analyze and comprehensive point of view on the results, while reducing redundant information. The images in the right part of Table 6 illustrate some examples of the iris samples that produced the worst recognition results for genuine/impostor pairwise comparisons. By analysing their features, it is possible to observe that the occlusions by the eyelids are rather evident in most of the pictures. Also, the average brightness of images is low, or the iris falls in a region affected by shadows, a condition that makes the extraction of iris features generally hard. The last picture shown at the bottom of the fourth column represents an extremely challenging yet quite common condition in outdoor settings, where a recognition system may fail. Even if its contribution to the scope of this section is rather limited, it is a useful candidate to illustrate the level of complexity of the MICHE-I contest (there are many pictures that present this kind of environmental noise). Conversely, the relevant well recognized subjects also present a collection of non-trivial samples (on the left in Table 6 ) taken either in outdoor or indoor conditions. From the good results obtained with such samples, it is possible to observe that in "good" samples the visibility of the irises and of the pupils is high, thus making it easier to detect and segment them. Furthermore, differently from expected, the environmental reflections on eye surface in outdoor condition do not necessarily imply a drop Table 7 List of verification scores (dissimilarities) in the range [0,1] on the iris samples in Fig. 3 , that provides unpredictably different results among the recognition methods; the worst result is underlined, the best one is in bold. in performances. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the cases where such reflections rather hinder a reliable processing. Fig. 3 shows, on the left, an interesting typical example of this condition, with an indoor sample of the same subject on the right. The iris sample on the left of Fig. 3 is interesting because it presents an extremely good level of detail due to the visibility of good iris contours and a satisfactory illumination. Notwithstanding this, it has been selected as a representative candidate of many similar acquisitions in MICHE-I, for which the recognition methods provided discordant results in verification mode, when comparison was carried out with a good template of the same subject. It is possible to observe that in this image the iris region is significantly occluded by environmental reflections. On one hand, this makes it similar to some "good" ones in Table 6 . On the other hand, the latter are among those providing good recognition accuracy. However, by comparing those samples with the problematic one, we can further notice that in Fig. 3 the high ambient illumination led to a sharp mirroring of the mobile device on user's eye (it is also possible to detect the user's hand and other objects). This condition causes the detection of a significant amount of fake iris features, increasing the entropy of the iris image and, consequently, the ambiguity of the subject's identity. Table 7 reports the dissimilarity scores when the iris on the left of Fig. 3 is compared with another one extracted from a sample belonging to the same subject. The considered comparison is with the sample on the right of the same figure, with results in Table 7 . Such results point out the mentioned behaviour. They also show that, in this specific case, the recognition methods by Barra et al. and by Santos et al. achieve a good result when compared to verification scores of the other two methods, depending on the segmentation method adopted. However, the fact that some recognition methods work better than others happens quite at random, and there is no guarantee that the same methods always give a similar good verification score. It is worth reminding that the iris in Fig. 3 has been selected as an example of many similar mobile acquisitions in MICHE-I that present this kind of issues. With a deeper analysis of Table 7 , it is pos- sible to notice that the segmentation by Haindl et al. produces the most stable results when adopted by the recognition methods considered in this study. Although the corresponding verification scores are not the optimal ones, the result is interesting because it further confirms the stability/reliability of this segmentation method in comparison to the others (see Section 4.2 ). To this regard, let us observe that the iris mask in Fig. 3 (c) , left part, ignores a significant part of the region that is interested by occlusions due to environmental reflections, and, consequently, a lower amount of fake iris features is included. This justifies the stable behaviour of all four recognition methods when the segmentation by Haindl et al. is used. On the other hand, the removal of occlusions may also cause the removal of true iris patches, and therefore also reduces the amount of true iris features, thus possibly impacting on the level of verification performances. Notwithstanding this, Table 7 shows that the verification scores produced when the segmentation by Haindl et al. is used are, on average, the highest ones. This confirms that noise reduction always produces a recognition improvement by avoiding the introduction of ambiguous iris features.
Execution time
A recognition operation carried out directly on a mobile device (without the intervention of a remote server) would be mostly limited to verification cases, with template(s) of a single subject stored locally. Though having sufficient computational resources, which nowadays is still not realistic for large scale applications, privacy and security issues would suggest avoiding to maintain on a mobile device an entire template gallery. Therefore, in case of identification (1:N matching without any identity assumption), segmentation and feature extraction could still be carried out locally, to avoid transmitting the full biometric sample, so preserving user's privacy and integrity of the biometric trait. However, after this preliminary step, the acquired probe template would be transmitted to a remote recognizer, running either on a desktop or a server architecture. It is interesting to estimate the execution time for an identification operation limited to this case, and to assess if such execution time is linearly related with a single verification operation, as expected, i.e., if methods are really scalable. This section reports the average identification time to compare a probe image versus 150 gallery images. The latter seems a reasonable number to estimate the relation between the time required by a single operation and by a set of similar ones. According to this, it is possible to measure the level of performance of each segmenta- tion+recognition method explored in this study. Though randomly picked, the images used in this experiment grant a wide variety of conditions (indoor, outdoor, frontal or rear camera, eyeglasses, makeup, shadows and so on) thus obtaining an overall mean rate of performance for each method. All images belong to the set captured by iPhone5 (the device providing images with a median resolution among those used). All recognition methods present a quite stable response time in the verification mode, notwithstanding the adopted segmentation. However, identification mode causes some interesting differences in response times that, in this mode, seem to significantly depend on the segmentation. For instance, the method by Raja et al. requires a more than double time for identification passing from IS_IS to BIRD segmentation. While time differences fade for a single match operation, they become more significant with larger scale comparisons. It is further possible to observe that the method by Raja et al. is definitely the one providing the shortest response time in verification, notwithstanding the adopted seg-mentation method, while it unpredictably becomes the slowest one in identification, where the fastest one is, on the average, the method by Barra et al.
Score level fusion
This section provides the results obtained by score level fusion of the recognition results observed for the different methods. Each experimental session was identified by the pair of capture devices involved, namely either the same device for probe and test or two different devices, by the segmentation method, and by the recognition method(s) exploited (either a single one or a score level fusion of the results from a possible subset). Each session produced a distance matrix that, for each pair of images probe/gallery, contains the corresponding score in terms of dissimilarity (the lower, the higher the probability that the two irises are from the same subject). We experimented a multi-expert approach by fusing the results from all recognition methods considered in this study, or from subsets of them. This is expected to improve the overall accuracy of the final system, since flaws in one method can be compensated by strengths in another one. In order to perform a proper fusion of the results at score level , the values returned by the different methods had to be normalized so to fall within in the same numerical range, typically [0, 1], and be comparable. The min-max normalization rule was used. Let DM be a distance matrix m × n containing the dissimilarity scores s between all possible pairs of the m irises in the probe-set and the n irises in the gallery-set, and s a score, the normalized score sn is given by
Two score level fusion strategies were exploited in this study: the Simple Sum fusion and the Matcher Weighting Fusion . The former consists in just summing up the scores produced by each method. Let s i, j, m be the score generated by the recognition method m for the pair of images < i, j > , the simple sum fused score ss i, j is:
where M represents the number of recognition methods whose results have to be fused. Considering that the distance matrix obtained by the sum of the single scores might be defined in a new range of values, namely [0, M], a MinMax normalization step is further carried out on the fused distance matrix in order to work with a common range of values in [0, 1] .
The Matcher Weighting Fusion makes use of the Equal Error Rate (EER) achieved by the recognition methods, and assigns a higher weight to those methods that achieve a lower EER. The weights are therefore inversely proportional to the corresponding errors of the methods considered. Let m be the recognition method and e m its error, the weight w m is calculated as: w m = 1 . Once the weights have been computed, the matcher weighting fused score f i, j becomes:
w m s i, j,m ∀ i, j (6) In this study, four segmentation methods were considered and, for each of them, the effectiveness of four recognition methods was compared. In each of these combinations, nine different experimental sessions have been designed either intra-or inter-device (GS4 vs GS4, GS4 vs IP5 etc), which produced a big amount of experimental results even just considering a single recognition method. The score level fusion further significantly increases the number of results to consider, due to the implementation of all possible fusion schemes, i.e., to the need to consider all the possible subsets of recognition results. In fact, given a pair of devices and a segmentation method, it is possible to exploit any subset of the four different feature extraction/matching methods, i.e., it is possible to fuse at score level the results of any out of the 11 possible subsets of the matching methods. In order to provide a comprehensible view and discussion of the achievements from data fusion, only the most relevant results are presented. ( Table 9 ) The following tables present the results for individual segmentation methods. Each table reports the triple (DEC, AUC, EER) for each of the nine possible combinations of devices, and for the best two fusion schemes, using either Simple Sum or Matcher Weighting respectively. By an overall view of fusion results, the improvement achieved by using any of the two fusion strategies is rather limited. In many cases the AUCs, which is not possible to report here for sake of space, are just a little wider than the ones obtained by an execution of Santos et al. algorithm alone. It is possible to appreciate the negligible difference in performance also by looking at values in Tables 4 and 5 , that report the results achieved in the corresponding settings by the single recognition algorithms.
The first observation that comes out is that the increased computing power required to fuse the output of the algorithms is not counterbalanced by a significant improvement in the recognition accuracy, and in this sense it is counter-productive. This result also confirms that the methods analyzed show a very different and uncontrolled behaviour, and that in general a single method achieving very high and stable performances can alone outperform any combination of less accurate methods. ( Table 10 ) Abate+Santos is the fusion scheme that occurs more frequently as the best one, confirming the level of performance achieved by each one of them. ( Tables 11 and 12 ) 
Conclusion
Reliable biometrics on handheld devices has been gaining increasing relevance and represents an extremely challenging application for computer vision systems, due to the wildness of the environments and of the unconstrained data acquisition protocols. This paper has discussed in detail the results of MICHE-I contest, the first international contest specifically devoted to iris/ocular recognition using data acquired from multiple types of handheld devices. The paper has started by briefly summarizing the MICHE-I benchmark and the participating algorithms. Afterwards, their effectiveness and the linear correlation of their results have been compared, in order to appreciate the possible improvements due to fusion techniques.
It is worth underlining that the performance levels reported in this paper should not be compared to those achieved by other solutions for iris recognition, as the average quality of the data being used for the MICHE-I contest is far lower. Instead, the main idea in MICHE-I was to assess the feasibility of ocular recognition solutions to work in mobile settings, and to provide the first baseline results, which could be the basis for further improvements in subsequent initiatives. The MICHE-I data acquisition protocol was designed to contain images from indoor/outdoor environments, taken using the frontal/rear cameras of various devices and without particular supervision. The resulting data provided the opportunity to answer the question: is it feasible to recognize human irises from present average mobile devices with a sufficient level of accuracy? .
As concluding remarks, we note that particular efforts should be paidto the segmentation/quality assessment phases of the processing chain, as these phases could reduce data's heterogeneity. Also, the use of semantic information (as it is done in periocu- 
